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Abstract

Although most present-day subduction zones are in trench retreat, plate reconstructions and geological observations

show that individual margins experience episodes of advancing, retreating or stationary trench motion with time-

variable subduction rates. However, most laboratory and numerical simulations predict steady plate velocities and

sustained trench retreat unless the slab experiences folding in the transition zone. Using 2D dynamical models of

subduction with a mobile trench and overriding plate, we find that rapid sinking of the slab during folding causes

a reduction in asthenosphere viscosity through the non-linear rheology, which allows the overriding plate to move

in the opposite direction of the asthenosphere. This decoupling of the direction of plate and asthenosphere flow

allows for episodes of rapid trench advance after each slab folding event. By analyzing the interaction between slab

deformation (sinking direction and speed), stress-induced changes in asthenosphere viscosity, asthenosphere flow and

plate motions, we show that there are three modes of slab-flow-plate interaction: 1) coupled trench retreat during

rapid vertical sinking, 2) coupled trench advance during prograde sinking of the slab, and 3) decoupled, rapid trench

advance during folding with prograde motion of the shallow slab and retrograde motion of the deep slab. These results

show that non-linear viscosity plays an important role in determining the force balance controlling trench motion and

conversely that trench motion can be used as a constraint on the asthenosphere viscosity underlying the overriding

plate. In addition, cooling by several hundreds of degrees during episodes of fast subduction could lead to a reduction

in slab dehydration and fluid-induced melting in the mantle wedge. Such cold episodes would also likely lead to

time-variability in the water content and related geochemical tracers in erupted lavas, as well as the amount of water

being transported by slabs into the deep mantle.
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1. Introduction1

The motion of tectonic plates at the Earth’s surface is the most direct observation of large-scale mantle flow2

reflecting the time-dependent balance of driving and resisting forces acting on the base of the plates and through3

slab-pull and ridge push (Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998; Conrad and Lithgow-4

Bertelloni, 2002; Gérault et al., 2012). A recent analysis of present-day trench motion using different reference5
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